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Nestled in the secluded Serra Retreat Malibu community, this lush Malibu estate offers incredible
scenery and privacy on its spacious grounds. This impressive home is the perfect host for a large group
vacation with eight luxurious bedrooms and total accommodations for sixteen.With the amenities of a
well-outfitted boutique hotel, the estate has everything you will need for an amazing vacation.

Nearby, you will find golf, fine dining, a wide range of shopping, numerous beach front areas, and the
bustling metropolis of Los Angeles.

The interior decoration mixes luxurious elements of French, Italian, and Spanish design to create an
ambiance that feels like a modern take on classic, old-Hollywood style. The largest open-concept area
features the living room, dining area, and kitchen, all decorated in soothing cream white tones and wood
plank flooring. The kitchen has a Parisian feel with its white cabinetry, checkered backsplash, and
restaurant-caliber appliances. In the second lounge area, your guests can enjoy a cocktail at the marble
wet bar or seated on the extra-long L-shaped couch. Upstairs, there is another, less formal, living room
area that is great for family hangouts and kids.

From the outside, stone walls and clay-tiled roof are fine examples of elegant Spanish architecture. On
the terrace, the greens of the lawn, blues of the swimming pool, and the bright Californian sun set the
tone for relaxation. While you are outside, you will love the different furnished living areas, the outdoor
kitchen, hot tub, fireplace, and tennis court. Back inside, spaces like the wine cellar, home theater and
exercise studio add even more excitement to its luxurious environment.
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